The Civil Rights Data Collection gathers and publishes key information about student access to educational opportunities and school climate from public schools (pre-K through 12th grade) in all 50 states, D.C., and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
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Overall, girls received fewer suspensions and expulsions in comparison to boys. Among girls, Black girls were the only group across all races/ethnicities who disproportionately received suspensions and expulsions.
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Boys of nearly all races were disproportionately disciplined, but Black boys were suspended and expelled at proportions that are 3 times their enrollment.
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More information on student discipline and other civil rights data is available at https://ocrdata.ed.gov. The entire Focus on Student Discipline series can be found at: https://ocrdata.ed.gov/resources/datareports.

If you have difficulty understanding English, you may ask OCR to provide language access services or resources, which may include oral technical assistance or written translation of a publicly available OCR document, free of charge, by contacting OCR at OCR@ed.gov.

For requests for documents in alternate formats such as Braille or large print please contact the Department at 202-260-0852 or om_eeos@ed.gov.
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